Enzymatic
Products
Cleaners
Deodorants
Digesters

Bio-Enzymatic
Trap and Drains

Bio-Power

Effectively maintains flow through drain lines by
consuming organic build-up in pipes. Excellent for
grease traps. Reduces or eliminates the need to pump
traps. Use in any facility where food is handled.Effective
odor counteractant for drains.

Urine and Odors & Stains
Bio-Power is a multi-purpose biological digester/
odor counteractant, containing a synergistic blend of
microorganisms that release enzymes to consume a
variety of organic debris including urine deposits, trap &
drain grease, vomit, blood stains, septic waste and other
similar odor causing debris.
Bio-Power is effective at eliminating persistant urine
odors in carpet and other surfaces.
• Great for use in kennels.
• Use on carpet, pet beds, furniture.
• Helps in eliminating territory marking.
• Safe for Septic Systems: Initially 1 pint per 25
cubic feet capacity, maintain by using 8 oz. per week.

PP-Gone

Hydrogen peroxide formula rids urine odors and stains.
Peroxide powered cleaners destroys urine odors and
stains on hard and soft surfaces.
Item No. 902578
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Bio-Enzymatic Odor Control
Multi-Task Concentrates
16 Neutra Zyme

17 Odor-Rite Tropical

Highly effective for daily
cleaning by automatic scrubber
or damp mop. The surfactants penetrate
and suspend soils without dulling of
finishes. Neutral pH 7
Neutra-Zyme is fortified with Bio-Zyme,
a proprietary blend of beneficial bacteria
and natural enzymes that provide
superior cleaning power and freshens
surfaces. Use on VCT, rubber, ceramic,
grout, wood, laminate and polished
concrete. Item No. 908652

Not just a coverup, Odor-Rite Tropical
Fresh
captures
and
inactivates
malodor molecules. Use in a spray
bottle for general air freshening, pump
up sprayer for dumpsters, or other
malodor sources. Add to mop water or
autoscrubber solution tanks to leave a
fresh scent behind after cleaning.
Item No. 908872

18 Tri-Fecta

19 Enzy-Clean

Tri-Fecta is a bio-enzymatic
cleaner that effectively cleans
and consumes with deodorizing action.
The fresh mint fragrance leaves surfaces
smelling fresh and clean. Great for use
around trash containers and dumpsters.
Use on restroom surfaces and grouted
tile floors to freshen surfaces.
Item No. 908962

Enzy-Clean is an enzymatic floor
degreaser. It is a safer and more effective
way to keep kitchen floors free of grease
and oil. Use on quarry tile, epoxy, and
concrete floors. Item No. 908662

Triple Play

Odor-Out

Cleans and deodorizes carpet in one
step, used in extraction programs,
bonnet cleaning, and spot cleaning.
Contains Bio-Zyme to neutralize odors
and remove protein based stains.
Item No. 908483

ODOR-OUT is added to shampoos,
cleaners and rinse water to control
undesirable odors in hospitals, nursing
homes, veterinary clinics, restrooms,
food processing areas, etc.
It is also sprayed directly into garbage
or refuse containers around waste
accumulating areas. Malodors are
counteracted immediately.
Item No. 902143
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How It Works
Multi-Clean’s line of bio-enzymatic products contain Bio-Zyme, which is a special blend of microbes
and enzymes that target specific soil matter and consume those sources of odors.
Part No.

Product

Uses

Dilution

Packaging

908652

16 Neutra-Zyme

Daily hard floor cleaning.

1:256 light (1/2oz/gallon)

2 liter bottle

908872

17 Odor Rite Tropical

Deodorize trash bins, dumpsters.

1:64 (2oz/gallon)

2 liter bottle

908962

18 Tri-Fecta

Restroom surfaces, grouted flooring.

1:64 (2oz/gallon)

2 liter bottle

908662

19 Enzy-Clean

Food service grouted tile floors.

1:64 (2oz/gallon)

2 liter bottle

902258

Bio-Power

Carpet, hupolstery, drains.

Ready To Use

1 quart bottle

908953

Magico

All hard surfaces.

1:256 light (1/2oz/gallon)

1 gallon bottle

902143

Odor Out

Carpet, rugs, matting, hupolstery.

1:64 (2oz/gallon)

1 gallon bottle

908483

Triple Play

Carpet, rugs, matting, hupolstery.

1:64 (2oz/gallon)

1 gallon bottle

902578

PP-Gone

Grouted tile, Carpet, hupolstery,

Ready To Use

1 quart bottle

902933

Zyme-X

All purpose floor cleaner

1:64 (2oz/gallon)

1 gallon bottle

Bio-Enzymatic Action uses beneficial bacteria which release specific enzymes that break down a
wide variety of organic material to enhance cleaning and counteract bad odors.
Bio-Enzymatic Action is an immediate effect where cultivated enzymes readily break down animal
and vegetable fats and oils. The enzymes continue working after the initial cleaning and also help
prevent drain build up and odor.
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